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Abstract

5-hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF) can be obtained by the catalytic dehydration of

glucose or fructose using different homogeneous or heterogeneous catalysts. In my re-

search project, four closely related zirconium-containing Metal-Organic Frameworks

(MOFs) were chosen as catalysts for the conversion of glucose to 5-HMF due to their

chemical and thermal stability as well as the Lewis acidity of zirconium. The initial

research focused on the use of UiO-66-X (X= H, NH2 and SO3H), optimization of re-

action conditions and investigation of the relationship between their catalytic activity

and properties. The highest yield of 5-HMF (28%) was obtained using UiO-66 under

the optimal reaction conditions. In catalyst recycling experiments, UiO-66 could be

re-used after five runs with a small reduction in the yield of-5-HMF. We assumed

that this is due to the formation of humin after reaction. Thus, used UiO-66 catalyst,

named UiO-66-humin, was characterized by several techniques such as PXRD, FT-

IR, 13C Solid State NMR spectroscopy, and N2 adsorption measurements. MOF 808

was another potential candidate for the conversion of glucose since it possesses lower

connectivity (6-connected) with larger surface area compared with UiO-66. MOF

808 was synthesized via a solvothermal method and characterized by PXRD and N2

adsorption measurements. Notably, MOF 808 afforded higher yields of 5-HMF when

compared with UiO-66-X.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Biomass Feedstocks

Biomass refers to all organic materials which can be produced by plants via photo-

synthesis. [1,2] Photosynthesis is a carbon fixation process yielding carbon-rich com-

pounds by reduction of carbon dioxide in the air, water, and sunlight. [3] Biomass can

store solar energy in the chemical bonds of their structures, which can be converted

to valuable products such as biodiesel, biogas, and bioethanol. [1]

There are several driving forces raising interest in biomass conversion, both indus-

trially and academically, in recent years. The main driving force is an environmental

issue. Production of greenhouse gases (GHG) (mainly CO2) from the combustion of

fossil fuels, which causes the rise in atmospheric levels of CO2, contributes to climate

change. [4, 5] Another issue is that current petroleum production might not satisfy

demand for fuel or chemical supply. [5, 6] Biomass development and research is also

driven by (i) the occurrence of advanced technologies related to biomass conversion

which could lower the cost of production; [1] (ii) the promotion of renewable resources

and the funding provided by governments in Europe or the United States which could
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be beneficial for the development of biomass; [5] (iii) increasing market demand for

bio-based materials or chemicals. [5]

The main components of biomass are cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. [1, 7]

Generally, cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin comprise 40-60, 20-40, and 10-25 wt.%

of biomass respectively. [1,7,8] Cellulose is a linear chain of glucose polymer, consisting

of (1,4)-d-glucopyranose linear repeating units, in which the units are linked through

the oxygen covalently bonded to C1 of one glucose unit and C4 of the adjoining ring.

(Figure 1.1). [1, 9]

Figure 1.1: Single repeating unit of cellulose.

Cellulose is used to make clothes or build houses in the form of cotton or wood,

and can yield paper through chemical and mechanical approaches. [10] Moreover, pulp

fibers extracted from cellulose could be converted to nanocelluloses via different chem-

ical and mechanical processes. [9,10] Nanocelluloses have a wide range of applications

such as enhancement of fiber bond strength in paper materials, flavour carriers, and

suspension stabilizers in food products as well as fracturing fluid in oil recovery.

Hemicellulose is a heterogeneous polymer, composed of pentoses (xylose, arabi-

nose), hexoses (glucose, mannose, galactose), and sugar acids (Figure 1.2). [1, 11]

Typically, the average molecular weight of hemicellulose is less than 30,000. [1, 11]

Unlike cellulose, hemicellulose is an amorphous, random polymer containing branches
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while cellulose has a crystalline structure without branches. Due to the amorphous

structure, hemicellulose can be more soluble compared to cellulose.

Figure 1.2: Structure of hemicellulose.

Hemicellulose is the second largest component of the lignocellulosic biomass. Al-

though studies on applications of hemicellulose are not as common as those of cellu-

loses, hemicellulose still possesses some valuable applications, for example, raw ma-

terial for biological medicine, [12] production of renewable petroleum refinery feed-

stock, [13] and conversion to hydrogels. [14]

Lignin is a potential renewable source of aromatic compounds and is a polymer

with a backbone containing benzene rings attached to a 3 carbon chains, named

phenyl-propanes. [1] In nature, lignin can be formed through an enzyme initiated

dehydrogenative polymerization of three different precursors with zero, one or two

methoxyl groups attached to the rings (Figure 1.3). [1, 15] Lignin is a large, cross-

linked chemical compound derived from wood and is an important component of

the cell walls of plants. In the plant cell, lignin is more hydrophobic than cellulose

and hemicellulose so it can inhibit the absorption of water by polysaccharides and
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thus conduct water in the plant stem by allowing the water into the vascular tissues.

Moreover, lignin can act as a defensive barrier against attack by insects, keeping plants

healthy.

Figure 1.3: Structures of three lignin precursors: (a) p-coumaryl alcohol; (b) coniferyl
alcohol; (c) sinapyl alcohol.

Lignin can be a good natural adsorbent. It can adsorb not only metal ions (Cu2+,

Pd2+, Zn2+), but also materials such as dyes, pesticides, and surfactants. [15] Lignin

is an important resource for fuels like chars and aromatic chemicals. [16] More impor-

tantly, lignin can be used as a raw material for hydrogels instead of synthetic polymers

because of its biocompatible and biodegradable properties. [17]

Biomass is the fourth largest utilized energy source around the world after coal,

oil, and natural gas. [18] Biomass feedstocks are diverse and biorenewable materials,

which can be utilized directly or converted to other forms of fuel products. There are

typically six major categories of biomass feedstocks as shown in Figure 1.4. These

include forest, crops, alcohol fuels, garbage, aquatic plants, and landfill gas.

Forest and agricultural waste products are the most widely used feedstocks, which

can generate electricity. For industry and timber/agricultural companies, this is a win-

win solution. In industry, less carbon but more clean energy is produced. In forestry

and agriculture, using waste to generate electricity can save disposal costs. Solid

waste like garbage is another alternative to generating energy. Approximately 2,000
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Figure 1.4: The schematic illustration of categories of biomass.

pounds of garbage produces as much heat energy as 500 pounds of coal. However, we

should be aware that not all garbage is biomass feedstock. Plastics manufactured from

petroleum or natural gas are not considered biomass. The main advantage of using

garbage as a renewable resource is diverting garbage from landfills. Furthermore,

burying garbage in landfills directly can cause severe environmental issues like air and

water pollution. Alcohol fuels, which are typically made from corn, grain or some

other plant waste, are prospective feedstocks. Ethanol is the most common feedstock

among alcohol fuels. Ethanol-based biofuels can replace fossil fuels as the preferred

fuel for cars and power engines and are the main transportation fuel in Brazil. There

are several advantages of ethanol fuel. For one, fuel efficiency is improved if ethanol

is used alone or as an additive because the oxygen content of the fuel is increased.

Also, ethanol-based fuel burns cleaner than traditional fossil fuels.

Landfill gas is another source of renewable energy. In nature, bacteria and fungi

decompose dead plants and animals, causing them to rot. This decomposition process
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might take a long time to finish, but, during this period, methane gas is produced.

Landfill gas consists of around 50% methane and 50% CO2 along with a trace amount

of non-methane organic compounds. [19] Landfill gas is a greenhouse gas in itself and

will contribute to climate change if it escapes into the atmosphere. However, if landfill

gas could be captured and utilized, then it will not only produce valuable chemicals,

but it will reduce the emissions into the atmosphere.

Aquatic plants are an ideal biomass resource due to fast growth rates and tolerance

of various environmental conditions. [20] Among aquatic plants, microalgae are a good

choice to replace fossil fuels since the oils from microalgae are a good substitute for

fossil fuels. The main contributor to climate change is excess CO2 emission into the

atmosphere through fossil fuel combustion. Interestingly, for microalgae growth, CO2

can be consumed because CO2 is the major nutrient. [20] If power plants collaborate

with microalgae farmers to purify CO2 from burning fossil fuels, then CO2 emissions

could be reduced. [20] Also, microalgae itself can be used as a raw material for biofuel.

Overall, biomass feedstocks play an important role in reducing atmospheric CO2.

The ultimate goal of biomass utilization is to reduce global warming and resolve the

air pollution issue.

1.2 5-Hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF) and Its Ap-

plications

Fossil fuel is still the main resource of energy and chemical production. However,

with the rise in oil prices and the concern about environmental issues, it is necessary

to explore alternative resources to replace fossil fuel. Biomass is a viable alternative

since it is a renewable resource. Among various primary renewable platform chemi-

cals, 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF) is considered as an important building block
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due to its abundance and availability from carbohydrates, for instance, glucose, fruc-

tose, sucrose, and cellulose. [21] Moreover, 5-HMF still retains all six carbon atoms

from hexoses and high selectivity can be obtained from hexoses, especially from fruc-

tose. [22] 5-HMF is considered as a biobased product from carbohydrates in the U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE) "Top 10+4" list of biobased chemicals. [23, 24]

5-HMF is a heterocyclic organic compound containing aldehyde and alcohol func-

tional groups in the 2,5 positions of a furan ring. [25] 5-HMF can be an important

intermediate for a broad range of compounds such as adipic acid (monomer of ny-

lon), 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid, and p-xylene (via 2,5-dimethylfuran). [21, 25] The

latter two chemical compounds can be further converted to other potential products

including fuel additives and the biobased polymer polyethylene furanoate (PEF) that

is a possible alternative to the petroleum-derived polymer polyethylene terephthalate

(PET) (Figure 1.5). [26]

5-HMF was first reported by Dull et al. in 1895 and was synthesized by heating

inulin and oxalic acid solution under pressure. [21, 27] In the same year, Kiermeyer

reported another approach to synthesize 5-HMF using sugar cane as the starting

material. [21, 28] Over the next few years, many chemists reported their syntheses of

5-HMF. Middendorp published detailed research on the synthesis and characterization

of 5-HMF. [29, 30] The first review of 5-HMF was published in 1951 by Newth. [31]

In 1973, Feather and Harris reported the mechanisms of dehydration reactions of

carbohydrates in both acidic and basic conditions. [32] Around twenty years later,

a review focusing on the manufacture of 5-HMF was reported by Kuster. [33] In

2001, a detailed review was published by Lewkowski, describing the synthesis and

applications of 5-HMF and its derivatives. [29] Recently, several reviews regarding

5-HMF production and characterization were published. A critical review of 5-HMF

as an important building block was published by Afonso et al. in 2011. [21] Zhang et
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al. reported the past, present, and future of 5-HMF production, which gave a general

overview of 5-HMF production from bioresources. [34]

Figure 1.5: Applications of 5-HMF as a building block.

Generally, 5-HMF is synthesized by the acid-catalyzed dehydration of carbohy-

drates like fructose or glucose. The reaction conditions include several parameters

such as temperature, reaction time, solvents, substrate concentration, and catalyst

system. The most common classification of the synthesis of 5-HMF is by catalyst

types. Herein, the dehydration reaction is divided into two major categories based on

the catalysis mechanism: homogeneous catalysis and heterogeneous catalysis.

(1) Homogeneous catalytic dehydration reaction

The first class of homogeneous catalysts in the dehydration of carbohydrates to

5-HMF are mineral and organic acids, for instance, hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid,

and maleic acid. Shanks et al. reported a systematic study comparing different

homogeneous mineral and organic acids in the dehydration of monosaccharides. [35]

In the dehydration of fructose, they found that proton acidity was the major factor

of the conversion rates while associated anions had a minor effect on the selectivity

of 5-HMF. [35] Hansen et al. conducted a microwave-assisted reaction of fructose to

5-HMF using HCl as the catalyst in water. [36] In their work, the yield of 5-HMF
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was 53% with microwaving at 200 ◦C for 1 min (Table 1, entry 1). [36] Water is

an environmentally friendly solvent due to non-toxicity and low cost. However, the

selectivity for 5-HMF is relatively poor with water as the solvent. Moreover, extraction

of 5-HMF from the aqueous phase is difficult since 5-HMF is water-soluble. [37] In the

dehydration of fructose, Zhang et al. reported an 85% yield of 5-HMF using HCl as

the catalyst in the solvent mixture of IPA/water (v/v=97:3) at 120 ◦C for 3 h (Table

1, entry 2). [38] Ionic liquids are a common solvent in the homogeneous catalysis of

carbohydrates. Ionic liquids, which usually refer to organic salts in the liquid state,

can dissolve carbohydrates effectively. [39, 40] Fairly high yield (85%) of 5-HMF can

be obtained from fructose using H2SO4 as the catalyst in [BMIM][Cl] at 120 ◦C for 4

h (Table 1, entry 3). [41] Ordonez and co-workers reported only 6% yield of 5-HMF

in the dehydration of glucose using HCl at 110 ◦C for 4 h (Table 1, entry 5). [42] In

general, for the dehydration of glucose to 5-HMF, the first mechanistic step is the

isomerization of glucose to fructose followed by conversion to 5-HMF. [43] Mineral

acids cannot catalyze the dehydration of glucose effectively due to the absence of

Lewis acidic catalyst in the transformation of glucose to fructose. [44]

Lewis acidic metal chlorides such as AlCl3, CrCl2 and CrCl3 are another impor-

tant class of homogeneous catalysts. Saha et al. found 70% yield of 5-HMF could be

obtained using AlCl3 in the dehydration of fructose (Table 1, entry 4). [45] However,

glucose is more attractive as the biomass feedstock due to its low cost. [49] In the de-

hydration of glucose, Konig and co-workers obtained a 45% yield of 5-HMF in ChCl

using CrCl2 at 110 ◦C for 3 min (Table 1, entry 6). [46] They also reported a 62%

yield of 5-HMF using sucrose as the substrate (Table 1, entry 8). [46] Zhang’s group

reported a combination of CrCl2 and [EMIM][Cl] to give higher yields (68-70%) of

5-HMF (Table 1, entry 7). [47] The presence of CrCl2 can enable the dehydration of

glucose to 5-HMF via a two-step process (isomerization of glucose to fructose followed

9
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by conversion to 5-HMF). [47,50] The possible mechanism of isomerization of glucose

to fructose starts with the ring-opening of glucose and then two oxygen atoms co-

ordinate to hexacoordinate chromium(II) compound to form the putative enediolate

intermediate. [48,50] Compared to glucose and fructose, cellulose is a very promising

feed due to its abundance and easy availability from nonfood resources. [50, 51] De-

hydration of cellulose using mineral or organic acids is difficult due to uncontrolled

side reactions producing levulinic and formic acid. Steele et al. showed that CrCl3

afforded 36% yield of 5-HMF from cellulose (Table 1, entry 9). [48]. Also, 40% yield

of 5-HMF could be attained with a more selective catalyst system combining CrCl3

and CuCl2 (Table 1, entry 10). [48]

(2) Heterogeneous catalytic dehydration reaction

The main drawback of homogeneous catalysts are difficulties in catalyst separation

and recycling. [52] Therefore, a variety of heterogeneous solid acid catalysts, including

ion-exchange resins, zeolites, and metal-organic frameworks, have been developed and

investigated in recent years.

Ion-exchange resins are a group of insoluble materials with high molecular weight

that act as the medium for exchange of ions. The most common ion-exchange resins

are Amberlyst R© and Dow type resins, which show high catalytic activity in the de-

hydration of fructose to 5-HMF. [53] Dumesic and Chheda studied the conversion of

fructose and its precursors (inulin and sucrose) using an ion-exchange resin in the

presence of biphasic systems and achieved nearly 83% yield of 5-HMF from fructose

using a in the biphasic mixture of H2O-NMP(w/w=4:6)/MIBK (Table 2, entry 1). [54]

Under the identical conditions, conversion of inulin gave a slightly lower yield (69%)

of 5-HMF, which was due to hydrolysis of glycosidic bonds (Table 2, entry 2). [54]

Furthermore, only 43% yield of 5-HMF was formed in the dehydration of sucrose since

half of sucrose is composed of glucose molecules that did not react under the condi-
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tions explored. (Table 2, entry 3). [54] Satsuma et al. demonstrated two approaches

to increase the yield of 5-HMF. [55] One is water removal from the reaction mix-

ture under evacuation at 0.97 ×105 Pa and another is to decrease the particle size of

Amberlyst-15. [55] In the dehydration of fructose using Amberlyst-15, the 92% yield

of 5-HMF obtained under evacuation (Table 2, entry 4) was 16% higher than that

without evacuation (Table 2, entry 5) since water removal could prevent undesired

byproducts formation and drive the reaction forward. [55] Powdered Amberlyst-15-P

with diameters in the range of 0.15-0.053 mm (Table 2, entry 6 and 7) gave a higher

5-HMF yield than the Amberlyst-15 (0.71-0.50 mm) (Table 2, entry 4 and 5) either

under evacuation or without evacuation. [55] This was likely due to the higher surface

area of the catalyst.

In 2009, Takagaki et al. demonstrated the dehydration of glucose to 5-HMF by

a simple one-pot reaction route using a solid acid/base catalyst system. [56] In their

study, [56] Mg-Al hydrotalcite (HT) was chosen as the solid base catalyst for glucose

isomerization to fructose and Amberlyst-15 was used in the acid-catalyzed dehydration

of fructose to 5-HMF. They found that the presence of the base was a critical factor

in the dehydration of glucose: without HT, no 5-HMF was obtained (Table 2, entry

8) while the yield increased to 42% using a combination of HT/Amberlyst-15 (Table

2, entry 9). [56] When sucrose was selected as the substrate, a higher yield of 5-HMF

resulted (Table 2, entry 10). [56]

Zeolites are solid, microporous, aluminosilicate minerals, which can be naturally

occurring or synthetic. Generally, the formula of zeolite is Mn
x/nSi1-xAlxO2·yH2O.

Zeolites bear a formal negative charge and need cations to counterbalance the overall

charge. [57] These cations (counter ions) are mobile and present in the pores and/or

voids within the structure. Zeolites have an open framework built up from tetrahedra

and their structure is usually periodic. Compared to homogeneous catalysts, zeolites

12
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are easier to separate from reaction mixtures. Moreover, zeolites are more thermally

stable in aqueous systems compared to ion-exchange resins. [58] Nijhuis et al. studied

the dehydration of fructose to 5-HMF over zeolites and reported 49% yield of 5-HMF

using zeolite mordenite (Table 2, entry 11). [59] In 2012, Wang’s group first reported

conversion of glucose to 5-HMF using a Sn-Mont catalyst. [60] Under the optimal

reaction conditions, high yield (53.5%) of 5-HMF with 98.4% conversion could be

achieved (Table 2, entry 12) and the catalyst was still stable after six runs. [60] Re-

cently, Maireles-Torres et al. showed H-ZSM-5 could enable the catalytic conversion

of glucose to 5-HMF with 80% glucose conversion and 42% 5-HMF yield (Table 2,

entry 13). [61] In 2017, the same group reported their latest results of acid-catalyzed

dehydration of glucose to 5-HMF using zeolites. [62] They demonstrated a higher

yield (56%) of 5-HMF was obtained using the H-Beta zeolite in NaCl aqueous so-

lution/MIBK at 195 ◦C after 30 min (Table 2, entry 14). Bokade and co-workers

developed a bimodal-HZ-5 zeolite from post-synthesis modification of H-ZSM-5. [63]

They found this modified heterogeneous catalyst provided up to a 46% 5-HMF yield

with 67% cellulose conversion (Table 2, entry 15). [63]

Another class of heterogeneous catalysts are metal-organic frameworks (MOFs).

A more detailed discussion of carbohydrate conversion to 5-HMF using MOFs is pre-

sented in Section 1.4.

In the above paragraphs, properties and synthesis of 5-HMF are presented and dis-

cussed in detail. Additionally, synthetic applications of 5-HMF are an important part

of HMF chemistry and lots of papers related to this research theme have been pub-

lished. In general, synthetic applications of 5-HMF can be divided into two categories

(oxidation reactions and reduction reactions).

(1) Oxidation of 5-HMF

Oxidation reactions can occur on the formyl group to form 5-hydroxymethyl-
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2-furancarboxylic acid (HMFCA) or the hydroxyl group to form 2,5-diformylfuran

(DFF) or both groups to form 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid (FDA) (Figure 1.6). It is

worth mentioning that FDA was also included by the U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE) in the "Top 10+4" list of biobased chemicals for being an important chemical

building block. [23,24]

Figure 1.6: Three products from oxidation of 5-HMF.

FDA can be synthesized by oxidation of both formyl and hydroxyl groups of 5-

HMF. Morikawa reported oxidation of 5-HMF to FDA using either nitrogen tetroxide

or nitric acid in DMSO. [21, 64] El-Hajj et al. [65] and Cottier et al. [66] showed the

oxidation of 5-HMF using nitric acid. However, these nitrogen-containing compounds

are not environmental benign oxidants. Several authors attempted the oxidation of

5-HMF to FDA with metal catalysts. The first study of the oxidation of 5-HMF to

FDA with noble metals was reported by Vinke et al. in 1991. [67] Based on their

results, [67] different metals (Pd, Pt, Ru) supported on different carriers were tested
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in the oxidation catalysis but only Pt supported on Al2O3 (Pt/Al2O3) gave nearly

quantitative yield of FDA using a partial oxygen pressure of 0.2 in the basic aqueous

solution at 60 ◦C. Further discussion of the conversion of 5-HMF to FDA is beyond

the scope of this thesis.

(2) Reduction of 5-HMF.

2,5-Bis(hydroxymethyl)furan (BHMF) (Figure 1.7), which is formed during the

reduction reaction of the formyl group of 5-HMF, is an important building block with

several applications in the preparation of polymers and polyurethane foams. [22, 68]

Moreover, 2,5-Bis(hydroxymethyl)furan (BHMF) can be used in the production of

crown ethers. [69] Additionally, further transformation of 2,5-bis(hydroxymethyl)furan

(BHMF) leads to 2,5-bis(hydroxymethyl)tetrahydrofuran (BHMTHF), which is also

an important building block with various applications, for instance, solvent, [70],

monomer, [68], the precursor for producing other high-valued chemical cmpounds

such as 1,6-hexanediol (Figure 1.7). [71, 72]

Figure 1.7: Two products of reduction of the formyl group of 5-HMF.

Reduction of both formyl and hydroxyl groups of 5-HMF produces 2,5-dimethylfuran

(Figure 1.8), which can be used as the biofuel since its energy density is 40% higher

than that of ethanol, making it comparable with gasoline. [73]

Figure 1.8: Molecular structure of 2,5-dimethylfuran.

Dumesic et al. [73] described a two-step synthetic pathway for the preparation of
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2,5-dimethylfuran. 5-HMF was extracted using a biphasic system and hydrogenated

using a carbon-supported copper/ruthenium (Cu-Ru/C) catalyst, thereby produc-

ing 71% of 2,5-dimethylfuran. [73] In 2010, Chidambaram and Bell studied the cat-

alytic activity of different carbon-supported metal (Pd, Pt, Ru and Rh) catalysts in

[EMIM][Cl] under hydrogen pressure in the hydrogenation of 5-HMF and found the

best yield (15%) with 47% conversion of 5-HMF using Pd/C catalyst at 120 ◦C for

1 h. [74] Compared with the catalytic system in 1-butanol and THF, such low yield

and conversion is due to the lower temperature and less reaction time as well as poor

solubility of H2 in [EMIM][Cl]. [74]

To sum up, the use of 5-HMF as the platform chemical is of particular importance

and would gain much more attention in the future because 5-HMF can be obtained

from cheap and environmentally-friendly biomass resources that can reduce or replace

the use of petroleum-based chemicals, thereby decreasing air or water pollution.

1.3 Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) Introduc-

tion

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of crystalline materials, built up from

metal cations/clusters (nodes) and bridging organic ligands (linkers), in which multi-

valent aromatic carboxylic acids or nitrogen-containing aromatic compounds assemble

with metal elements such as zinc, copper, zirconium and chromium to form 3D frame-

works (Figure 1.9). [75–78] With various choices of node and linker, MOFs having

a wide range of pore-sizes and pore functionalities have been formed. [75, 79] Addi-

tionally, pre- and post-synthetic functionalization of MOFs can introduce different

linkers or functionalities into the frameworks. [80, 81] The combination of the facile

synthesis as well as large pore size, high surface area, low density and thermal and
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chemical stability have made these porous materials ideal in many different fields, for

instance, gas storage and separation, [82, 83] catalysis, [81, 84] proton- and ion- con-

duction. [85,86] Among various applications, catalysis is one of the earliest proposed

and demonstrated applications for MOFs. [87,88] Herein, the role of MOFs in the field

of catalysis is presented and discussed.

Figure 1.9: Schematic illustration of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs).

In general, the condition for MOF synthesis should be met so that metal-ligand

bonds can be formed, broken and reformed to allow for structure propagation. [89]

Moreover, dynamic bonds are critical to the growth of crystalline and ordered ma-

terials in order to correct any erroneous bonding. [89] Until now, several synthetic

methods have been published in the literature such as mechanochemistry, electro-
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chemistry, microwave-assisted heating, sonochemistry, hydrothermal, solvothermal,

and so on (Figure 1.10). Currently, among these different methods, the most widely

used approach to synthesize MOFs is solvothermal synthesis, where MOF crystals

usually grow in a pure solvent or a solvent mixture after heating to high tempera-

tures. Typically, this approach requires mixing a metal salt with a multitopic organic

component in a high boiling point solvent (e.g. DMF, DMA, DEF) in a screw-top

glass vial or Teflon-lined stainless steel bomb. [89] After full dissolution, the mixture is

heated either in an oven or on a hot plate equipped with nonflammable silicone-based

oil bath in a fumehood. [89] Small variations of reaction parameters (temperature,

time and pH) dramatically affect the crystal size, structure and purity.

Figure 1.10: Graphical illustration of different approaches to MOF synthesis

In some cases, the addition of a modulator can inhibit rapid precipitation of amor-
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phous or crystalline materials. [89,90] Modulators, which are nonstructural and mono-

topic compounds such as benzoic acid, acetic acid and hydrochloric acid, can form

dynamic bonds with the metal salt, thereby slowing down the formation of structural

bonds by competing with the organic linkers for metal coordination sites. [89] In par-

ticular, modulators are commonly used in the synthsis of zirconium-containing metal-

organic frameworks (Zr-MOFs). Katz et al. reported a reproducible HCl-containing

synthesis of UiO-66, UiO-67, and their corresponding derivatives. They concluded

that the use of HCl does not only accelerate the synthesis but also promotes forma-

tion of hexa-Zr clusters prior to linker binding. [91] Schaate et al. described that the

use of acetic acid and benzoic acid modulators can slow down the reaction, affording

highly crystalline products or single crystals. [92]

Zeolites, which are commonly used commercial catalysts, have some similarities

with MOFs such as large surface area, uniformly sized pores and cavities, but they

still have differences. For example, MOFs are more tunable than zeolites due to the

presence of organic functional groups in MOF structures. [81] Also, though MOFs

can tolerate high temperatures and some are stable above 500 ◦C, [93] zeolites show

extraordinary thermal stability. This means that MOFs cannot compete with zeolites

for reactions under harsh conditions, especially high temperature. Instead, MOFs

are more suitable in high-value-added reactions (e.g. fine chemical production, in-

dividual enantiomer reaction and delicate molecule preparation) under milder condi-

tions. [81] Smaller pore size characteristic of zeolites inhibits the catalytic reaction of

large molecules, for instance, polyaromatics, carbohydrates and glycerides. [80] There-

fore, while MOF-based catalysis is still in its infancy, MOFs are a good alternative

for catalytic reactions due to the diverse structures that can be accessed.

Taking into account the above, MOFs could be potential coordination polymers

for catalysis. However, the literature focusing on catalysis with MOFs is limited so far
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due to two aspects: (1) the inferior chemical and thermal stability of MOFs compared

with zeolites; (2) the presence of organic linkers that can have adverse effects on

catalytic activity of MOFs since the coordination sphere of the metals is blocked

by organic struts. [94, 95] To address the latter disadvantage, introduction of labile

ligands (usually solvent molecules) can result in unsaturated metal sites once these

labile ligands are removed during the activation process. Herein, several publications

will be presented and exciting results of using MOFs as catalysts will be discussed. [95]

In general, MOF-based catalysis can be divided into three categories: (1) catalysis

with metal active nodes; (2) catalysis with organic ligands; and (3) MOFs as host

matrices or nanometric reaction cavities. [95]

(1) Catalysis with metal active nodes

In the synthesis of metal active nodes, the catalytic reaction takes place on the

metal nodes, either as isolated metal centers [95] or as clusters [96], chains [97], or

sheets [98], connected with the organic struts.

In 2007, Llabrés i Xamena et al. demonstrated that aerobic alcohol oxidation,

olefin hydrogenation and Suzuki C-C coupling could be actively catalyzed by using a

Pd-containing MOF with a formula of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n (2-pymo = 2-hydroxypyrimidin-

olate). [94] Expansion of the Pd coordination sphere without the collapse of the struc-

tural framework coupled with the insensitivity to moisture, allowed the MOF to partic-

ipate in catalysis. Moreover, the shape- and size- properties of the Pd-MOF indicated

that the heterogeneous catalytic reactions took place inside the MOF. [94] In Suzuki

cross coupling, they reported 99% selectivity toward the desired cross-coupling prod-

uct with 85% conversion using Pd-MOF at 150 ◦C after 5 h. [94] Further examples of

catalysis at metal-centres in MOFs will be described below in the section on 5-HMF

formation using MOFs.

In 2009, Zhang, Llabrés i Xamena and Corma prepared a Au(III)-containing MOF
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Figure 1.11: Two-step modification process for producing Au(III)-MOF. Zn, green;
O, red; C, light blue; N, deep blue; Au, yellow; Cl, white. H atoms are omitted for
clarity. Reprinted from [99], Copyright (2009), with permission from Elsevier.

by a covalent post-synthesis approach. [99] The material was synthesized via a two-

step process shown in Figure 1.11. This Au(III)-containing MOF was modified from

the starting material IRMOF-3 (Zn4O(BDC-NH2)3), by reacting the amino groups

with salicylaldehyde to form the corresponding salicylideneimine, followed by reacting

with a suitable gold precursor, NaAuCl4, to generate the Au(III)-containing MOF. [99]

Owing to the presence of accessible isolated Au(III) active sites, they hypothesized

that this modified Au(III)-MOF could be a possible alternative to the common Au(III)

salt catalyst. [99] Based on their study on the hydrogenation of 1,3-butadiene, [99] the

Au-MOF was used as the catalyst and Au/TiO2 catalysts were applied for comparison.

They found that nearly 100% conversion was obtained using the Au(III)-MOF as

compared with fairly lower conversion (ca. 9%) produced by Au/TiO2 catalysts.

Moreover, the TOF calculated for Au-MOF was 540 h−1, which was much higher

than the values calculated for Au/TiO2 (50.4 h−1). [99]
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(2) Catalysis with organic ligands

This class of catalysis depends on the functional groups of the organic ligands to

enable catalytic reaction. [95] However, not all organic ligands are catalytically-active

unless they possess two different types of functional groups: coordinative groups, L1,

which are needed for building up the MOF framework through coordination to the

metal nodes, and reactive groups, L2, which are able to catalyze the reaction (Figure

1.12). [95] This requirement limits the number of MOFs that belong to this class since

these reactive groups should be free and available to reach the catalytic substrates

and not be coordinated to the metal nodes. [95] Thus, it is difficult to prepare this

class of MOF.

Figure 1.12: Schematic illustration of (a) a "Classic" MOF with only coordinative
groups (L) and (b) a MOF having both coordinative (L1) and reactive (L2) groups.
Reprinted with permission from [95]. Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society.

In 2000, Kim et al. [100] first prepared a MOF (referred to as POST-1) con-

taining reactive functional groups. POST-1 was obtained by reaction between Zn2+

ions and the enantiopure chiral organic building block (synthesized from d- or l-

tartaric acid) containing a carboxylic acid and a pyridine group (Figure 1.13). This

homochiral open-framework consisted of [Zn3(µ3-O)] units, in which each Zn2+ ion
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was connected with the central µ3-O, four oxygen atoms from four carboxylic ligands

bridging two Zn2+ ions and a nitrogen atom on pyridine from a neighbouring trimer

(Figure 1.13). [95] This structure contained 6 pyridyl groups per trimer: three of them

were coordinative groups that linked to three Zn2+ metal cations from another three

trimers while the other three were free and available for catalytic reactions. [95]

Figure 1.13: Equation for preparation of the POST-1 homochiral MOF (CO2R =
organic carboxylate anions).

Figure 1.14: Schematic illustration of the Knoevenagel condensation reaction.

Kitagawa et al. performed the Knoevenagel condensation reaction using a 3D coor-

dination solid catalyst. [101] The Knoevenagel condensation is a nucleophilic addition
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between an aldehyde or ketone, and an active hydrogen compound (diethyl malonate,

ethyl acetoacetate, nitromethane etc.) followed by spontaneous dehydration produc-

ing an unsaturated product (Figure 1.14). [102] Based on their description, [101]

they developed a MOF with the formula [Cd(4-btapa)2(NO3)2]·6H2O·2DMF (4-btapa

= 1,3,5-benzene tricarboxylic acid tris[N -(4-pyridyl)amide], containing three amide

groups which are responsible for the catalytic activity, and three pyridyl groups co-

ordinating to Cd2+ ions (Figure 1.15). Furthermore, they used this MOF in the Kno-

evenagel condensation reactions of benzaldehyde with three different active methylene

compounds: malononitrile, ethyl cyanoacetate, and cyano-acetic acid tert-butyl ester

(Figure 1.16). They found that extremely high conversion (98%) was obtained using

malononitrile as the substrate while the other two gave negligible conversion, thereby

indicating the reaction occurred inside the pores of the MOF and not on the sur-

face since malononitrile had the smallest size (4.5 × 6.9 Å) and could enter the pores

(4.7 × 7.3 Å) of the MOF. [101] However, compared with the pore size of the MOF,

other two substrates had much greater size (4.5 × 10.3 Å for ethyl cyanoacetate and

5.8 × 10.3 Å for cyano-acetic acid tert-butyl ester), which prevented them entering

into the pores and accessing the catalytic sites. [101]

(3) MOFs as host matrices or nanometric reaction cavities

MOFs do not need to directly participate in a catalytic reaction. MOFs can act as

the physical space where the reaction occurs or a cavity where the catalytic centers are

encapsulated. [95] The pores of MOFs can be used to encapsulate different varieties

of substances, such as metal or metal oxide nanoparticles. Notably, encapsulating

species into MOFs have several advantages like better stability, higher dispersion,

controlled size, or even suppression of self-deactivation, as compared with the same

species in the solution. [103]

Sometimes the enclosed space of MOFs has significant impact on the product
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Figure 1.15: The structure of 4-btapa.

selectivity. This happens when the substrate or product as well as the MOF matrix

have similar dimensions. [103] A clear example of this is styrene polymerization inside

the channels of a MOF. When the catalytic radical reaction occurred inside the pores

of MOFs with the general formula of [M2(bdc)2(teda)] (M: Zn2+ or Cu2+, teda =

triethylenediamine), Endo et al. noticed that the recovered polymer had a extremely

low polydispersity (1.66) after MOF dissolution. [104] Conversely when the similar

polymerization reaction was performed without the presence of the MOF, a high

polydispersity of 4.68 was observed. [104] More interestingly, EPR spectroscopy of

the polymerization of styrene in the MOF gave an intense signal belonging to the

propagating living radical, and this signal still showed up even after storing the sample

for one week at 70 ◦C. They proposed that this was suppression of the termination

reaction and radical transfer in the channels of MOFs. [104]
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Figure 1.16: Illustration of Knoevenagel condensation reaction of benzaldehyde with
three substrates (malononitrile, ethyl cyanoacetate, and cyano-acetic acid tert-butyl
ester). Reprinted with permission from [101]. Copyright (2007) American Chemical
Society.

1.4 Catalytic Conversion of Carbohydrates to 5-

HMF using MOFs

Homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis of carbohydrates to 5-HMF have been dis-

cussed in Section 1.2. To narrow the scope towards the present thesis, the catalytic

conversion of carbohydrates to 5-HMF using MOFs will be discussed in this section.

Due to several advantages of MOFs as mentioned in the last section, MOFs have

recently been considered as heterogeneous catalysts for the dehydration of carbohy-

drates to 5-HMF. [105]

In 2011, the first example of a MOF (MIL-101) in a dehydration of fructose and

glucose to 5-HMF was described by Hensen et al., but the yield was only 2% with glu-

cose. [106] Kitagawa et al. investigated the isomerization of glucose to fructose using

different MIL-101(Cr) derivatives (with BDC-NH2, -NO2 and -SO3H) in water and

found that MIL-101(Cr)-SO3H afforded higher conversion (21.6%) to fructose. [107]

Bao et al. obtained high yield (44.9%) of 5-HMF from glucose with 45.8% selectivity

using MIL-101(Cr)-SO3H. [108] A 29% yield of 5-HMF was reported by Herbst and
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Janiak using MIL-101(Cr)-SO3H in a THF/H2O (v:v=39:1) solvent mixture. [109]

Very recently, Katz, Farha and co-workers [110] reported that phosphate-modifica-

tion of NU-1000 enabled the dehydration of glucose to 5-HMF. NU-1000 consists

of Zr6(µ3-O)4(µ3-OH)4(OH)4(OH2)4 nodes, where eight of twelve octahedral edges

are coordinated to TBAPy organic linkers (H4TBAPy = 1,3,6,8-tetrakis(p-benzoic-

acid)pyrene) (Figure 1.17). [111] Although unmodified NU-1000 gave 60% glucose

conversion, which is much higher than 16% conversion of the control reaction with-

out catalyst, only 2.3% 5-HMF yield was obtained with bare NU-1000. [110] Af-

ter phosphate-modification of NU-1000, the yield of 5-HMF increased to 15% with

PO4/NU(half) as the catalyst (PO4/NU(half) means the amount of phosphoric acid

used in the modification is half-equimolar to OH groups of NU-1000). Under the

optimal reaction conditions (1 mM glucose loading, 9:1 (v/v) 2-PrOH/water, 413 K,

7 h), the highest yield (64%) of 5-HMF was achieved. [110]

Figure 1.17: Structural illustration of NU-1000. Reprinted by permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Communications [112], Copyright (2015).

Zhao’s research group developed a new MOF, NUS-6, built up from zirconium
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(Zr) or hafnium (Hf) clusters and sulfonated organic linkers. [113] They applied these

catalysts in the dehydration of fructose to 5-HMF and achieved high yields (98%) and

selectivity (98%) using NUS-6(Hf). [113] However, it should be mentioned that they

performed these reactions in DMSO and it is known that DMSO itself can catalyze

fructose conversion to 5-HMF. [114]

Figure 1.18: Molecular representation of MIL-53. (a) BDC linkers are coordinated
to M-OH-M-OH chains. (b) Each zigzag chain is connected with four neighboring
chains. (c) Narrow pore phase. (d) Large pore phase. Reprinted with permission
from [116]. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.

Wang et al. used bare MIL-53(Al) in the conversion of carboxymethyl cellulose

(CMC) to 5-HMF in the aqueous phase. [115] The general formula of MIL-53 is

M(OH)(C8H4O4), where M refers to a trivalent species, for instance, Cr, Sc, Al,

Ga, and Fe. [116, 117] These structures are built from zigzag M-OH-M-OH chains,
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cross-linked by 1,4-benzodicarboxylate organic struts (Figure 1.18). [116] Each M is

coordinated to two OH units and four carboxylate oxygens, producing the octahedral

coordination unit. [116] Wang and co-workers reported the maximum yield (40.3%)

of 5-HMF using MIL-53(Al) with only water as solvent at 473 K for 4 h, and was able

to reuse MIL-53(Al) three times without loss in catalytic activity. [115]

To summarize, heterogeneous catalysts attract considerable attention owing to the

desire for easy separation and re-use. Among various heterogeneous catalysts, MOFs

show superiority due to their Lewis acidity, diverse pre- and post-functionalization,

and large surface area.

1.5 Summary

Given increasing atmospheric CO2 levels resulting in part from the combustion of fossil

fuels, it is important to explore renewable energy alternatives to either reduce the

need for fossilized resources, or completely replace them. Biomass, mainly composed

of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, is considered a renewable alternative.

5-HMF, an important platform chemical, can be derived from different carbohy-

drates such as glucose, fructose, sucrose, and cellulose via dehydration reactions using

homogeneous or heterogeneous catalysts. One unavoidable limitation of homogeneous

catalysts is the difficulty in post-reaction catalyst separation and recycling. Thus, in

the past few years, several kinds of heterogeneous catalysts have been developed for

this transformation.

For my research, glucose was chosen as the substrate due to its lower cost and its

accessibility directly from cellulose. MOFs are the primary catalyst applied here due

to their unique properties and promising catalytic activities in the limited number

of studies reported so far. Herein, a series of Zr-cluster-based MOFs were prepared,
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characterized and investigated in the dehydration reaction of glucose to 5-HMF. Ex-

perimental details and discussion will be presented in Chapter 2 and 3.
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials, Reagents and Instrumentation

All reagents were purchased and used without further purification. N,N -dimethylacet-

amide (HPLC grade) and hydrochloric acid (ACS reagent) were purchased from Cale-

don Laboratories Ltd. N,N -dimethylformamide (ACS reagent, ≥ 99.8%), methanol

(ACS reagent) and dimethyl sulfoxide (ACS reagent, ≥ 99.9%) were purchased from

ACP Chemicals Inc. The following reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich: Zir-

conium(IV) chloride (≥ 99.5%), Zirconium(IV) oxychloride octahydrate (≥ 99.5%),

terephthalic acid (98%), 2-aminoterephthalic acid (99%), α-d-glucose (96%), trimesic

acid (95%), and 1-naphthaldehyde (95%). d-Fructose (99%) was purchased from

Alfa Aesar and sucrose (table sugar) was purchased at a supermarket (Sobeys Inc.,

Canada). Formic acid (98%) was purchased from Fluka. Monosodium 2-sulfoterephth-

alate (>98%) was purchased from TCI. Dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 (D, 99.9%) + 0.05%

v/v TMS was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.

FT-IR spectra (400-4000 cm-1) were recorded at room temperature on a Bruker

Alpha FT-IR Spectrometer with a single-bounce diamond ATR accessory at a res-
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olution of 4 cm-1 using 36 scans. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were

recorded with a Rigaku Ultima IV diffractometer equipped with a copper sealed-tube

operated at 40 kV and 44 mA filtered to 1.54 Å using a graphite monochromator. Sim-

ulated powder diffractograms were obtained using the Mercury 3.8 software suite. N2

gas absorption isotherms were collected on a Micrometrics Tristar II 3020 instrument

with the sample maintained at 77 K using N2(l). Before measurements, samples were

activated on a Micrometrics Smart VacPrep by first heating at 353 K until a pressure

< 5 mmHg was achieved. Subsequently, the sample was heated under the vacuum at

423 K for 10 h. Data was analyzed via the MicroActive Software suite. Solid-state

NMR spectra were obtained at 298 K using a Bruker Avance II 600 spectrometer

equipped with a SB Bruker 3.2 mm MAS triple-tuned probe operating at 600.33 MHz

for 1H and 150.97 MHz for 13C. Chemical shifts were referenced to tetramethylsilane

(TMS) using adamantane as an intermediate standard for 13C. The samples were spun

at 20 kHz. 13C{1H} cross-polarization spectra were collected with a Hartmann-Hahn

match at 62.5 kHz and 1H decoupling at 100 kHz. The recycle delay was 3 s and

the contact time was 2000 ms. Solution 1H NMR experiments were performed on a

Bruker AVANCE III 300.

2.2 Synthesis of MOFs

MOFs were synthesized according to reported literature methods and characterization

data were in good agreement with those previously reported.

UiO-66 and UiO-66-NH2 [1, 2]: ZrCl4 (125 mg, 0.54 mmol) was dissolved in a

mixture of concentrated HCl (1 mL) and DMF (5 mL). The mixture was sonicated

for 20 min. Then, terephthalic acid (123 mg, 0.75 mmol) or 2-amino-terephthalic

acid (134 mg, 0.75 mmol) and another 10 mL of DMF were added. The mixture was
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sonicated for a further 20 min. After dissolution, the reaction mixture was then heated

at 80 ◦C overnight in an oven. Upon cooling to room temperature, the resulting solid

was filtered and washed with DMF (2 × 30 mL) and then with methanol (2 × 30 mL).

For UiO-66, the white precipitate was filtered. For UiO-66-NH2, Chmielewski and

co-workers already found that impurity formed in the synthesis of UiO-66-NH2 due to

the formylation of H2BDC-NH2 by DMF. [2] Thus, the resulting solid was refluxed in

methanol at 60 ◦C in an oil bath overnight for deformylation, [2] and then collected

through vacuum filtration resulting in a pale yellow powder. Finally, both MOFs were

dried at 80 ◦C in a vacuum oven overnight.

UiO-66-SO3H [3]: A mixture of ZrOCl2·8H2O (100 mg, 0.31 mmol), BDC-SO3Na

(83 mg, 0.31 mmol) and formic acid (1.17 mL) was dissolved in 3 mL N,N -dimethylace-

tamide (DMA). The mixture was sonicated until full dissolution then was heated at

150 ◦C for 24 h in an oven. After cooling to room temperature, the white solid was

filtered and dried in air. Then, the as- synthesized product was heated at 65 ◦C in a

vacuum oven for 24 h.

MOF-808 [4]: A mixture of H3BTC (110 mg, 0.50 mmol) and ZrOCl2·8H2O (160

mg, 0.50 mmol) were dissolved in a solvent mixture of DMF/formic acid (20 mL/20

mL). Then, the mixture was heated at 100 ◦C for 7 days in an oven. After cooling to

room temperature, the resulting solid was filtered with DMF (3 × 10 mL) and dried

at 100 ◦C for 24 h.

2.3 Catalytic Conversion of Glucose to 5-HMF

Reactions were performed in triplicate, to evaluate reproducibility, by using a Biotage

microwave synthesizer. In a typical run, glucose (100 mg) and UiO-66 (20 mg) were

weighed in a 2 mL microwave reaction vial. Subsequently, 2 mL DMSO-d6 was added.
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The vial was sealed and heated in the microwave at 160 ◦C for 30 min. After the reac-

tion finished, the mixture was cooled with pressurized air to 50 ◦C. Next, the vial was

removed from the synthesizer, allowed to cool to ambient temperature, opened, and

15 µL of 1-naphthaldehyde (internal standard) was added into the reaction mixture

for quantitative 1H NMR analysis.

2.4 Recycling Experiment and Characterization of

Humin

For the recycling test, a reaction was performed on a larger scale, to assess catalytic

ability of UiO-66. Glucose (1000 mg), UiO-66 (200 mg), DMSO-d6 (15 mL) were

added to a vial. The mixture was heated in the microwave at 160 ◦C for 30 min.

After the reaction, the mixture was centrifuged and decanted out for quantitative 1H

NMR analysis. The solid was washed with 15 mL DMSO three times and separated

by vacuum filtration. Then, the solid was dried in a vacuum oven at 80 ◦C overnight

and reused for the next run.

For characterization of humin on the MOF surface, the reaction conditions and

the treatment procedure of the used solid catalyst were the same as in the recycling

test.
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Chapter 3

Results and Discussion

3.1 Dehydration of Glucose to 5-HMF using UiO-

66 and its analogues

UiO-66-X (X=H, NH2, SO3H) were synthesized using a solvothermal method. [1–3]

UiO-66-X is build up from Zr6O4(OH)4 octahedral nodes and 2-X-1,4-benzenedicarbo-

xylate (BDC-X) organic linkers (Figure 3.1). UiO-66 possesses extraordinary stabil-

ity due to the formation of Zr-O bonds between the metallic cluster and carboxylate

organic ligands. [4] More specifically, such unprecedented stability is attributed to the

combination of strong Zr-O bonds and the ability of the inner Zr6-cluster to rearrange

reversibly upon removing or adding the µ3-OH without changes in the connecting

carboxylates. [5] Therefore, UiO-66 and its derivatives are potential candidates for

conversion of glucose to 5-HMF due to the unprecedented chemical stability, excep-

tionally high surface areas as well as the presence of Lewis acidic zirconium metal

nodes. Moreover, several authors have already reported synthesis of functionalized

MOFs and their use in catalysis. [6,7] Thus, we hypothesized that the Brønsted acidic

SO3H-functionalized UiO-66 might facilitate dehydration of glucose, thereby enhanc-
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ing the yield of 5-HMF via bifunctional acid catalysis (Lewis-acidic isomerization from

glucose to fructose and then Brønsted acidic transformation to 5-HMF). [8, 9] In the

case of UiO-66-NH2, we assumed that the presence of the amino group could aid the

proton transfer in glucose conversion. Consequently, UiO-66 and its analogues are

considered as our primary catalyst choice in the conversion of glucose to 5-HMF.

Before performing reactions using UiO-66-X, a series of characterization methods

(FT-IR, PXRD and N2 adsorption) are conducted. Our results are compared with

those published in previous literature and any differences should be discussed.

Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic illustration of Zr6O4(OH)4 octahedra containing twelve
carboxylate groups coordinated to the zirconium cations (top) and 2-X-1,4-
benzenedicarboxylate (BDC-X) organic struts, X=H, NH2 or SO3H (bottom). (b)
The structural representation of cubic unit cell of UiO-66. Zr, blue; O, red; C, gray;
H, white.

Figure 3.2 demonstrates that the FT-IR spectrum of UiO-66 and its analogues

are similar. The spectra shows two strong absorption bands in the region of 1560-

1600 cm−1 and 1380-1415 cm−1 that are attributed to carboxylate asymmetric and
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symmetric stretching vibrations. [3, 10] The intense absorption band observed in the

region of 1653-1665 cm−1 is a result of the C=O stretch of DMF inside the pores of

the MOF. [5, 11] Another medium absorption band in the region of 1495-1507 cm−1

is attributed to C-C ring vibration within the linkers. [11]

Figure 3.2: FT-IR spectra of UiO-66 and its analogues.

In the high frequency region of UiO-66-NH2, two absorption bands are presented at

3350 cm−1 and 3451 cm−1 due to asymmetric and symmetric stretches of the primary

amino group (-NH2). This indicates the successful synthesis of amino-functionalized

UiO-66. [4, 12] In the low frequency region, a weak N-H bending vibration at 1617

cm−1 and a strong C-N stretching absorption at 1257 cm−1 also confirm the presence

of the amino group. [4] For UiO-66-SO3H, the O=S=O asymmetric and symmetric
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stretching bands are seen at 1076 cm−1 and 1024 cm−1 respectively. [3]

Through a PXRD study, UiO-66 and its derivatives were shown to be crystalline

with their corresponding diffraction patterns matching that of simulated UiO-66 (Fig-

ure 3.3). However, a missing peak is observed at 2θ of 12◦ in the XRD pattern of

simulated UiO-66 since the simulated pattern of UiO-66 is calculated based on the

single-crystal X-ray diffraction.

Figure 3.3: PXRD patterns of experimental UiO-66-X (X=H, NH2, and SO3H) and
simulated UiO-66.

Dehydration of glucose was investigated using UiO-66-X as the catalyst and DMSO

as the solvent in a microwave oven at 160 ◦C for 20 min. In a control reaction, only

2% of 5-HMF was formed in the absence of a MOF catalyst (Table 3.1 & Figure 3.4).
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In contrast, another control reaction using fructose instead of glucose produced a very

high yield (61%) of 5-HMF under the same reaction conditions. This demonstrated

that DMSO itself is an efficient catalyst in the catalytic conversion of fructose to 5-

HMF, as reported by Amarasekara et al. in 2008. [13] Thus, the focus of our catalytic

study is on glucose as the substrate.

Table 3.1: Yields for glucose conversion to 5-HMF.

Entry Catalyst 5-HMF yield (%)
1 Control 2.4 ± 0.5
2 UiO-66 20 ± 0.1
3 UiO-66-NH2 16 ± 0.06
4 UiO-66-SO3H 4.7 ± 0.5

Figure 3.4: Yield of 5-HMF in the catalytic conversion of glucose to 5-HMF. Con-
ditions: Microwave, 100 mg glucose, 10 mg UiO-66-X (X=H, NH2, SO3H), 2 mL
DMSO-d6, 160 ◦C, 20 min.

Our initial study attempted to determine the most active of the three MOFs

(UiO-66, UiO-66-NH2 and UiO-66-SO3H) in the dehydration of glucose. The initial

microwave reaction was performed with a 10 mg catalyst loading for 100 mg glucose.

Under same reaction conditions, the highest yield of 5-HMF (20%) was achieved using
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UiO-66 (Table 3.1 & Figure 3.4), while the NH2- and SO3H-functionalized UiO-66 gave

lower yields. The yield of 5-HMF obtained using UiO-66-NH2 was 16%, which was

4% lower than obtained using UiO-66. Somewhat surprisingly, only 5% of 5-HMF was

obtained using UiO-66-SO3H. This observation is contrary to our initial hypotheses.

Therefore, we speculate that the surface area of the UiO-66-X materials plays the

critical role in determining reactivity, since the presence of -NH2 and -SO3H groups

resulted in lower surface areas (1045 m2g−1 and 515 m2g−1 respectively as compared

with 1650 m2g−1 for UiO-66) and hence, lower yields (Figure 3.5). The similar surface

areas of UiO-66-X (X=H, NH2, SO3H) were also observed by others previously. [1, 3]

Figure 3.5: Nitrogen gas adsorption isotherms at 77 K of UiO-66-X and MOF 808.
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3.2 Optimization of Reaction Conditions

As the initial screening revealed that the highest yield (20%) of 5-HMF was obtained

using UiO-66, we then attempted to optimize reaction conditions by varying different

reaction parameters (reaction time, catalyst loading, and temperature) to improve

the yield of 5-HMF. The results for catalytic conversion of glucose to 5-HMF with

different catalyst loadings at various temperatures and reaction times are presented

in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Optimization of reaction time, catalyst loading and temperature of UiO-66
for the conversion of glucose to 5-HMFa,b

Reaction Conditions
Entry UiO-66 loading (mg) Temp (◦C) Time (min) Yield of 5-HMF (%)

1 10 160 20 20
2 10 160 30 21
3 10 160 40 16
4 10 160 50 15
5 20 150 30 9
6 20 160 30 28
7 20 160 30 37c

8 20 170 30 26
9 20 180 30 26
10 20 190 30 16
11 30 160 30 25

a. Unless stated otherwise, the conversion of glucose to 5-HMF was conducted in the presence of
100 mg glucose and 2 mL DMSO-d6.
b. For quantitative 1H NMR analysis, 15 µL 1-naphthaldehyde was used as the internal standard.
c. Reaction was performed in 2 mL solvent mixture of DMSO-d6/water (2.5% v/v water).

3.2.1 Effect of reaction time on yield of 5-HMF.

Various reaction times from 20 to 50 min were tested. According to the results

shown in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.6, we conclude that the yield of 5-HMF increases

initially, reaches the maximum at 30 min, and then decreases after 30 min. We

assume this observation is owing to the decomposition of 5-HMF after 30 min; this

trend has been observed by others as well. [14,15] The highest yield (21%) of 5-HMF

was obtained using 10 mg UiO-66 at 160 ◦C for 30 min. After 30 min, the yield of
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5-HMF dropped to 16% (40 min) and 15% (50 min) respectively. As shown in Figure

3.7, there are three pathways for the decomposition of 5-HMF (the rehydration of

5-HMF to levulinic acid and formic acid, self-polymerization of 5-HMF itself, and

cross-polymerization between 5-HMF and glucose). [14,16,17] In our study since less

than 4% formic acid was formed and no levulinic acid was observed by 1H NMR in

the reaction mixtures, the rehydration of 5-HMF was suppressed in the presence of

DMSO. A similar observation in the presence of [BMIM][Cl] was found by Qi et al.

in 2009. [14] Thus, the reduction of 5-HMF yield after an optimum time has passed

is more liekly due to cross-polymerization between 5-HMF and remaining glucose to

form humin. A more detailed discussion of humin formation will be presented in

Section 3.4.

Figure 3.6: Effect of reaction time on yield of 5-HMF. Reaction conditions: Microwave,
100 mg glucose, 10 mg UiO-66, 2 mL DMSO-d6, 160 ◦C.
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Figure 3.7: Pathways for decomposition of 5-HMF during glucose conversion.

3.2.2 Effect of catalyst loading on yield of 5-HMF

To investigate the effect of UiO-66 loadings on the yield of 5-HMF, the microwave

reaction was performed in the presence of 100 mg glucose at 160 ◦C for 30 min using

10, 20 or 30 mg of UiO-66. In a control reaction without UiO-66, the yield was only

3% but increased to 21% and 28% with 10 or 20 mg UiO-66 respectively (Table 3.2,

entry 2 and 6). However, the yield of 5-HMF decreased slightly to 25% when 30 mg

UiO-66 was used (Table 3.2, entry 11). Dehydration of glucose is accelerated in an

acidic environment. [18] Therefore, more UiO-66 presented in the reaction system,

and consequently a greater number of Lewis acidic Zr(IV) sites can facilitate the

dehydration of glucose and enhance the yield of 5-HMF. However, in our optimization

study, the observation is contrary to our assumption. We found that the yield of 5-

HMF drops at higher catalyst loading most likely due to side reactions including

humin formation between glucose and 5-HMF.
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3.2.3 Effect of temperature on yield of 5-HMF

High temperatures are essential in the conversion of glucose to 5-HMF. [14,15,18]

Therefore, to evaluate the temperature effect on the 5-HMF yield, we performed

reactions at various temperature from 150 ◦C to 190 ◦C.

Figure 3.8: Effect of temperature on yield of 5-HMF. Conditions: Microwave, 100 mg
glucose, 10 mg UiO-66, 2 mL DMSO-d6, 30 min.

As shown in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.8, the yield of 5-HMF increased significantly

from 150 ◦C to 160 ◦C, reached 28% yield at 160 ◦C, but decreased when higher

temperature is applied. The yield of 5-HMF drops to 16% at 190 ◦C. This trend is

attributed to decomposition of 5-HMF above 160 ◦C. A small contribution to this

decreased yield is observed from the rehydration of 5-HMF at higher temperature
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via 1H NMR. Through 1H NMR, around 8% formic acid was formed above 160 ◦C

but no levulinic acid was found. Thus, the major cause of such low yields is the

polymerization of 5-HMF to form insoluble humin by-products.

It has been reported that very high yield of 5-HMF is achieved in the solvent

mixture of THF/water (v:v 39:1) in the catalytic conversion of glucose and cellulose

to 5-HMF. [19, 20] However, increasing water contents or only water as the solvent

lowers the yield of 5-HMF since too much water added into the reaction mixture or

pure water as single solvent could lower the concentration of glucose. [19,20] Therefore,

in our reaction, the solvent mixture of DMSO-d6/water (v:v 39:1) was investigated.

The maximum yield (37%) of 5-HMF was attained (Table 3.2, entry 7), which was

nearly 10% higher than the yield (28%) with pure DMSO-d6, under the same reaction

conditions. Our results are consistent with those reported by others, which proves that

just a small amount of water can facilitate the conversion of glucose to 5-HMF. [19,20]

It is essential to compare our results with those already performed using different

MOFs. In Table 3.3, we summarize the yield of 5-HMF in the catalytic conversion

of glucose to 5-HMF using three different MOFs (UiO-66, MIL-101 and NU-1000).

Unlike UiO-66-SO3H catalyst studied herein, the SO3H-functionalized MIL catalyst

afforded a good yield (29%) of 5-HMF but only 2% yield of 5-HMF was obtained

using bare, unsulfontated MIL-101. [19] The possible explanation is that MIL-SO3H

possesses more Brønsted acidic sites and maintains a fairly high surface area of 1333

m2g−1 as compared to bare MIL-101. [19] Very recently, Katz, Farha et al. demon-

strated that the phosphate-modified NU-1000 provides much higher yield of 5-HMF,

relative to unmodified NU-1000. [21] Furthermore, they also observed that the yield

of 5-HMF increased to 20% using a solvent mixture of 2-PrOH/water (v:v 9:1) with

PO4/NU(half) catalyst. [21] They also demonstrated that a lower glucose loading

could reduce humin formation in the conversion of glucose, which significantly en-
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hanced the yield of 5-HMF (Table 3.3, entry 8). [21]

3.3 Recycling Test

In order to assess the stability of UiO-66 during glucoe conversion to 5-HMF, a catalyst

recycling experiment was conducted and the results are shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Recycling experiment of UiO-66. Conditions: Microwave, 1000 mg glu-
cose, 200 mg UiO-66, 15 mL DMSO-d6, 160 ◦C, 30 min.

As shown in Figure 3.9, UiO-66 could be re-used up to 5 times with a small loss

in the yield of 5-HMF. We assumed that small differences of 5-HMF yields could

be attributed to the experimental error during the recycling test. We observed that

the color of the solid catalyst changed from white to dark brown after the reaction

(Figure 3.10). Moreover, we observed that humin could not be removed from the solid

catalyst by washing with DMSO since the colour of the solid catalyst doesn’t change

after washing. Janiak and Herbst performed regeneration experiments by washing
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the solid catalyst after reaction with several solvents such as methanol, THF, H2O

and H2SO4 at room temperature and at 80 ◦C but no significant improvement of the

surface area was found. [19]

We speculate that the existence of humin on the UiO-66 surface or inside the

pores of UiO-66 would cause a decrease in the surface area, which could affect the

yield of 5-HMF. Therefore, we examined the surface area of UiO-66 before and after

reaction, in which the latter material we refer to as UiO-66-humin from herein. From

N2 adsorption isotherms, the BET surface area for UiO-66 and UiO-66-humin was

found to decrease signficantly from 1650 m2g−1 to 598 m2g−1 respectively (Figure

3.11).

Figure 3.10: Colour on the right is due to the humin formation.

3.4 Characterization of Humin on MOF Surface

Humin is an unavoidable byproduct in the catalytic conversion of biomass. [22] The

structure of humin has not yet been well-studied so far. Sumerskii proposed that

humin is composed of 60% furan rings and 20% ether or acetal aliphatic linkers. [23]

Moreover, the mechanism of humin formation is still not fully understood. In the
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Figure 3.11: Nitrogen gas adsorption isotherms at 77 K of UiO-66 and UiO-66-humin.

acidic dehydration of glucose to 5-HMF using MOFs, the formation of humin and the

color change of solid catalysts have been observed after reaction by our group and

others. [19, 21, 24] However, to the best of our knowledge, although several papers

have reported the formation of humin on MOF surfaces indirectly, e.g., through N2

adsorption isotherms, the systematic characterization of humin on the surface of a

MOF has not been reported until recently. Therefore, for my research project, one

of main focuses was to investigate the existence of humin on UiO-66 using different

characterization techniques.

Due to the formation of humin after reaction, we observed that the colour of UiO-

66 changed from white to dark brown (Figure 3.10). We speculate that the humin

formation on the surface significantly inhibits the yield of 5-HMF obtained. First, we

examined the surface area of UiO-66 and UiO-66-humin. As the results shown in Fig-
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ure 3.11, the adsorption ability of UiO-66-humin apparently decreased after reaction.

Fhe BET surface area of UiO-66-humin dropped to 598 m2g−1, which was consider-

ably lower than that of UiO-66 before the reaction (1653 m2g−1). These differences

in the N2 adsorption isotherms indicate that the existence of humin could inevitably

affect the catalytic efficiency of UiO-66 in the conversion of glucose, revealing that the

reaction undergoes via a heterogeneous mechanism wherein surface area is a critical

parameter for catalytic activity. The similar observation was also reported by Janiak

and Herbst in 2016. [19] They found that the surface area of MIL-SO3H was reduced

from 1333 m2g−1 to 443 m2g−1 after reaction in a solvent mixture of THF/water

(v:v=39:1). [19]

PXRD patterns of simulated UiO-66, synthesized UiO-66 and UiO-66-humin dis-

play no significant changes in peak positions (Figure 3.12). However, the crystallinity

of UiO-66-humin is diminished with regard to original UiO-66 because the two main

peaks at 2θ of 7.4◦ and 8.5◦ have become broader, and likely less intense, after reac-

tion. We assume that the occurrence of an additional small peak at a 2θ of 6.2◦ in

UiO-66-humin represents ‘forbidden’ reflections for the topological space group due

to diffuse scattering by the humin. [25]

Through FT-IR spectroscopy, we find that the bands in the spectrum of UiO-

66-humin are much broader than those in the spectrum of UiO-66 (Figure 3.13).

In the spectrum of UiO-66-humin, a broad peak around 3352 cm−1 is due to C-O

stretch from alcohols. [23,26] A weak absorption band at 2919 cm−1 can be attributed

to aliphatic C-H stretches. [23, 26] Moreover, some differences between the spectra

of these two materials might be attributed to the presence of furan rings, such as

the C=C stretching absorption at 1583 cm−1 and the C-O stretching absorption at

1017 cm−1, [26] with the latter band showing significantly more intensity than a

weak absorption in the same region of UiO-66. Additionally, below 1000 cm−1 in
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Figure 3.12: PXRD patterns of UiO-66 simulated (black), UiO-66 synthesized (red),
and UiO-66-humin (blue).

the fingerprint region, peaks at 952 cm−1 and 746 cm−1 might be the results of the

presence of substituted furan rings. [27]

To further investigation the formation of humin on UiO-66, 13C solid-state NMR

spectroscopy was applied to distinguish the UiO-66 samples before and after reac-

tion (Figure 3.14). The 13C solid-state NMR spectrum of UiO-66 consists of three

characteristic peaks at chemical shifts of 128.9, 137.1 and 170.8 ppm. Based on the

NMR study by Devautour-Vinot and Martineau et al., [28] the peak at 128.9 ppm is

attributed to the -CH group of the aromatic rings. The peak at 137.1 ppm is ascribed

to the quaternary aromatic carbon atoms. The peak at 170.8 ppm is assigned to

carbon atoms from the carboxylate groups. [28] The presence of a low-intensity peak

at 167.6 ppm is from the C=O group of DMF solvent molecules left in the pores of
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Figure 3.13: FT-IR spectra of UiO-66 and UiO-66-humin.

UiO-66. Comparing the 13C solid-state NMR spectrum of UiO-66-humin with the

spectrum of UiO-66, significant peak broadening is observed in the spectrum, which

indicates that a less crystalline solid material is formed after reaction, corroborating

the PXRD data (Figure 3.12).

Moreover, the appearance of an intense peak located around 39 ppm represents

the presence of tertiary and/or quaternary aliphatic carbons. [29] In addition, a broad

characteristic signal between 60 and 90 ppm is due to many different C-O groups from

alcohol or ether functionalities in the humin structure. [27,29] These two mid-to-high

field peaks, which are not observed in the spectrum of UiO-66, strongly suggest the for-

mation of humin on UiO-66 in the conversion of glucose to 5-HMF. It should be noted

that the peaks at around 130, 138 and 170 ppm are broader and although these are
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Figure 3.14: 13C solid-state NMR spectrums of UiO-66 (bottom) and UiO-66-humin
(top).

located at similar chemical shifts to the carbon atoms of the 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate

(BDC) linker in the spectrum of UiO-66, they might be coincident with substituted

carbon atoms of furan rings and carbon atoms from carboxyl or ester groups in the

humin. [29]

We also conducted three comparative reactions for investigating the effect of humin

formation on the yield of 5-HMF and to assess the inhibitory effect of humin by block-

ing access to pores within the MOF. Initially, a microwave reaction was performed

with 20 mg UiO-66 at 160 ◦C for 30 min, affording 28% yield of 5-HMF. After that,

we set up two different routes. Either 20 mg of fresh UiO-66 or 100 mg of glucose

was added into the reaction system and the vial was heated under the same optimal
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conditions for 30 min. We found that the yield of 5-HMF increased from 28% to 35%

when 20 mg of fresh UiO-66 was added, which indicates that some unreacted glucose

and intermediate dehydration products are still left in the initial reaction mixture

but unable to react to form 5-HMF once UiO-66-humin has formed. In contrast, the

overall yield of 5-HMF dropped from 28% to 23% when an additional 100 mg glucose

was added after the initial 30 min reaction. We assume the additional 100 mg glucose

could cross-polymerize with the 5-HMF to form insoluble humins and the used UiO-66

with a diminishing surface area may not catalyze the dehydration of the additional

glucose effectively. In our third study, the reaction was performed by using 40 mg

UiO-66 for 2 × 30 min at 160 ◦C and the yield of 5-HMF was only 26%. This shows

that the existence of humin reduces the amount of 5-HMF that can form and that

this is most likely due tot the humin formation blocking the pores of the MOF.

3.5 Dehydration of Glucose to 5-HMF using MOF

808

Based on our study of glucose conversion to 5-HMF using UiO-66-X (X=H, NH2,

SO3H) solid catalysts, we find that surface area is the critical parameter in the de-

hydration of glucose. Another zirconium-containing MOF, MOF 808, has emerged as

a potential candidate for gas adsorption [30] and catalysis [31] because of its unique

features. Compared with 12-connected or 8-connected MOFs, [32] MOF 808 possesses

lower connectivity (6-connected) and hence greater pore access to more reactant or

adsorbent molecules. Therefore, due to its larger surface area and greater pore size, we

hypothesized that 6-connected zirconium-containing MOF, MOF 808, could improve

the yield of 5-HMF in the glucose conversion as compared with UiO-66-X.

As with UiO-66-X, MOF 808 [32] is built up from octahedral [Zr6O4(OH)4]12+
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cationic nodes and trimesic acid (H3BTC) organic linkers (Figure 3.15). The sec-

ondary building units are connected to six BTC linkers. Also, six formate ligands cap

the node and account for the charge balance. [32] Compared with UiO-66-X, MOF

808 provides a wider pore size with the internal pore diameter of 18.4 Å vs. 6 Å for

UiO-66. [5, 32]

Figure 3.15: (a) Illustration of Zr6O4(OH)4 secondary building units (top) and
trimesic acid (H3BTC) organic linkers (bottom). (b) Structural representation of
MOF 808. Zr, blue; O, red; C, gray; H, white. µ3-O and H atoms are omitted for
clarity.

A sample of synthesized MOF 808 was examined by FT-IR (Figure 3.16), PXRD

(Figure 3.17) and N2 adsorption (Figure 3.5) before use. The FT-IR spectra of syn-

thesized MOF 808 is almost same as those reported by others. [33, 34] Two intense

absorption bands locating at 1606 cm−1 and 1378 cm−1 are attributed to carboxylate

asymmetric and symmetric stretching. The PXRD pattern of synthesized MOF 808

is almost the same as the pattern of simulated MOF 808. Moreover, the BET surface

area of MOF 808 was up to 1970 m2g−1.
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Figure 3.16: FT-IR spectra of MOF 808.

The catalytic dehydration reaction was performed at 160 ◦C for 30 min. According

to the yield study, MOF 808 gave the highest yield (31%) of 5-HMF of the four MOF

catalysts studied herein under our standardized conditions. Furthermore, the yield

obtained by MOF 808 is 10% higher than that produced by UiO-66 (21%) at the same

reaction conditions. We think that the greater yield afforded by MOF 808 is owing

to its larger pore size and higher surface area compared with UiO-66. Moreover,

it may also be attributed to lower coordination numbers of the zirconium centres,

which means they can interact more readily with substrates in the catalytic cycle.

However, the yield of 5-HMF was only 28% in the presence of the solvent mixture of

DMSO-d6/water (v:v=39:1), which is slightly lower than the yield achieved using pure

DMSO-d6. Also, this observation is inconsistent with that we observed using UiO-66

in the presence of the solvent mixture of DMSO-d6/water (v:v=39:1). We hypothesize
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that the aggregation of water molecules in the pores of MOF 808 could block the

channels of MOF 808 and thereby decrease the 5-HMF yield. [32] Unfortunately, the

color of MOF 808 changed to dark brown after reaction, which implied the humin

formation. Used MOF 808 after reaction are denoted as MOF 808-humin.

Figure 3.17: PXRD patterns of simulated and synthesized MOF 808.

We compare spectra of MOF 808 and MOF 808-humin by using FT-IR spec-

troscopy (Figure 3.18). In the spectrum of MOF 808-humin, a broad absorption band

around 3340 cm−1 is attributed to C-O stretch from alcohols. [23,26] Comparing these

two spectrums, some other differences between these two also means the existence of

furan rings, such as the C=C stretching absorption at 1577 cm-1 and the C-O stretch-

ing absorption at 1023 cm−1. [26] In addition, below 1000 cm−1 in the fingerprint

region, peaks at 990 cm−1 and 758 cm−1 are the results of the formation of substi-
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tuted furan rings. [27] We compared FT-IR spectrums between UiO-66-humin and

MOF 808-humin and found that some similarities between these two indicate that

the structure of humin consists of furan rings and some alcohol functional groups

(Figure 3.19).

Figure 3.18: FT-IR spectra of MOF 808 and MOF 808-humin.

Besides, we attempted the conversion of sucrose to 5-HMF with MOF 808. The

reaction conditions were the same as those applied in the conversion of glucose to

5-HMF with MOF 808. The 5-HMF yield is 46%, which is 8% higher than that

produced in sucrose conversion without MOF catalyst in a control reaction wherein

DMSO could catalyze the conversion. However, we also found that there was no

significant difference in the 5-HMF yield using UiO-66 (44%) and MOF 808 (46%) in

the sucrose conversion to 5-HMF.
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Figure 3.19: FT-IR spectra of UiO-66-humin and MOF 808-humin.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

In the initial study of glucose conversion to 5-HMF using UiO-66-X (X=H, NH2 and

SO3H), UiO-66 affored the highest yield of 5-HMF among these three. Reaction time,

temperature and catalyst loading were varied to optimize the reaction conditions.

For examination of the catalytic efficiency of UiO-66, we conducted recycling tests

and found that the efficiency of UiO-66 dropped slightly after five runs since humin,

an unavoidable byproduct, was formed inside the pores or on the surface of UiO-66.

Moreover, the color of UiO-66 changed from white to dark brown after three runs.

Therefore, we compared UiO-66 and UiO-66-humin using different analytical tech-

niques, which demonstrate the formation of humin on UiO-66. Another zirconium-

containing MOF, MOF 808, which gave a higher surface area and more accessible

zirconium centrs, provided a significantly higher yield of 5-HMF as compared to UiO-

66-X (X=H, NH2 and SO3H) under the same reaction conditions. These data prove

that surface area is a critical parameter for efficient catalytic dehydration of glucose

to yield 5-HMF using different MOF catalysts. Additionally, functionality cannot

enhance the catalysis since the presence of -NH2 and -SO3H causes the diminishing

surface area.
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For my future work, it would be better to obtain further evidence in the charac-

terization of the humin through comparing analytical data with standards for humin

and humic acids. In addition, catalyst recycling experiments need to be performed

using MOF 808 since higher yields were achieved with MOF 808. It has already been

reported that higher yield of 5-HMF could be obtained using solvent mixtures in the

glucose conversion to 5-HMF. Thus, more solvent-screening experiments should be

performed. Furthermore, there is significant scope to attempt other Lewis acid catal-

ysed reactions using MOF 808 or UiO-66 especially if reactions do not form insoluble

by-products. If a recyclable catalyst system is developed, it will be possible to conduct

reactions under flow conditions to maximize reaction efficiency.
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